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INTERMAT Paris: a look forward to the 2021 show!
A team mobilised to prepare the event for innovation and recovery
During this quite unprecedented period, everyone in the INTERMAT team remains mobilised to
prepare the forthcoming edition of the show in Paris, set to open six months from now. Exhibitors
and visitors will, even more than before, need to reconnect with others, share their innovations
and take advantage of new business opportunities. Additionally, this will all happen at a threeyearly event that will feature an array of new developments in the very heart of a construction
and infrastructure industry in which much has changed since the 2018 edition.
A 2021 vintage set to accelerate new technology, in step with the times
At a time when the ecological and digital transformation offers huge development opportunities to the entire
industry, the crisis has also enabled the sector’s companies to reinforce the use of digital solutions but also
think about new ways of organising work. In this respect, the common theme for the 2021 show, accelerating
innovation, takes on greater significance in its propensity to allow construction firms to gain in efficiency and
show off their appeal and transformation capabilities. As such, the creation of a new Hub dedicated to New
Technologies has proven to be a smart move since it is designed to highlight, in the middle of the exhibition,
the latest developments in the sector and the worksite of the future.

Companies already registered for the trade event
Today, stand sales are continuing at pace. Among the exhibitors that have already registered to attend, we can
mention the following names among the show’s five hubs of expertise: *
Earthmoving, Demolition & Transportation hub: ATLAS GROUP, BOBCAT, DAUDIN, DELTA TRAILERS, DOOSAN,
FAYMONVILLE, GOLDHOFER, HIDROMEK, KOBELCO, KOMATSU, LIEBHERR, MEILLER, MB, REMORQUES
LOUAULT, RIVARD, SANY, TAKEUCHI, THYSSENKRUPP, TRELLEBORG WHEEL SYSTEMS, USCO, VF VENIERI,
WACKER NEUSON, YANMAR…
New exhibitors: AGCO POWER OY, PARKER HANNIFIN, SUNWARD EUROPE HEAVY INDUSTRY. NV…
Roads, Minerals & Foundations hub: ACMAR, ASTEC, BAUER MASCHINEN, DOOFOR, EMCI, GEMMO GROUP,
ITALVIBRAS, MAIT SPA, PRINOTH, RABAUD, RIVARD, SCHAEFER TECHNIC, SIMEX, SOILMEC, TYRI LIGHTS,
WIRTGEN, WOLF …
New exhibitors: GEOPIXEL, TANGUY MACHINERY, TINYMOBILEROBOTS…
Lifting & Handling hub: AUSA, FAYMONVILLE, HAULOTTE, HOIST, MABER, MAEDA, MAGNI, MANITOU,
MULTITEL PLAGLIERO, RUTHMANN, SKYJACK, SNORKEL, SYGMAT, VAN BEEST BV, TIME VERSALIFT…
New exhibitors: ITALCARRELLI, THOMAS KRANEN…

Buildings & Concrete Sector hub: ARVEL, BLEND PLANTS, COFFRAGE COSMOS, IMER, MECBO, SATECO,
PUTZMEISTER, TEKA, SCHWING STETTER, SICOMA, SOMAS, SOMERO, SOROTO, WACKER NEUSON, ZOOMLION
CIFA…
New exhibitors: À L’ECOUTE DU BATIMENT, BLUE MOLDS, HANSA LOCATION, IMCOINSA MACHINERY & TOOLS,
MARCOTTE SYSTEMES FRANCE, MASSFELLER BETON2GO, PIM CREATEUR DE SOLUTIONS POLYURETHANE,
QUALI PARTS & SERVICES, ROTHO…
New Technologies hub: BRIDGIN, DEEP SEA ELECTRONICS, EPEC, FAMIC TECHNOLOGIES, INFRAKIT, MOBA
AUTOMATION, MURRELEKTRONIK, TENSTAR SIMULATION, TOPCON, TP PLANNING, TRACK-UNIT, TRIMBLE,
TRIMBLE TEKLA…
New exhibitors: SINAPS…
And in the Start-up Village: 360 SMART CONNECT, HERACLES ROBOTICS, IBAT SOLUTIONS, LEXTAN,
SHAREMAT…
*Non exhaustive lists, correct at 20/10/2020

A set of “Health and safety guidelines” to take part in the show in safety and with peace of mind
To enable its exhibitions to deliver on their promise,
COMEXPOSIUM, working in concert with many sector
stakeholders, has contributed to the definition of a set of “health
and safety guidelines” for application in the event management
sector.
The planned health and safety measures observe all the decisions
and recommendations made by the French government to date.
INTERMAT will remain attentive to how the situation evolves in
France and around the world, and will adapt these measures as
necessary to thus enable the exhibitors and visitors to take part in
the show in total safety and with peace of mind. These measures
range from the requirement to wear a face mask and the in-depth
cleaning of air filters to social distancing and the provision of hand
sanitizer (see attached infographic).
It should also be recalled that INTERMAT 2021, held from 19 to 24
April, is part of the powerful dynamic of a new global showcase for innovation in construction: Paris
Construction Week. This federating occasion to reinforce the momentum of innovation and projects of players
working in construction and communities will bring together four complementary events: INTERMAT and
World of Concrete Europe, BIM World and Solutions Bas Carbone: a joint initiative by the organisers of these
shows.

Comexposium is one of the world’s leading event organizers. Globally, it hosts 135 B2B and B2B2C events
across many different sectors, significantly in agriculture, construction, fashion, food, health, leisure, real
estate, retail, security, students, tourism, and works council. At events, in over 30 countries, Comexposium
welcomes more than 3,5 million visitors and 48,000 exhibitors annually. Headquartered in France,
Comexposium’s employees and sales network operate in 22 countries. Comexposium aims to be seen as the
place to be, building bridges between people and business.
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